Give Us a Try With
a Small Group, For Free!
Our trial program works with up to three of your partners for 60 days
to see if Empowerkit would be a good fit for your organization.

“Timing is not good!”

Absolutely no obligations

Let’s face it - timing is never perfect. The pilot

You can destroy the sites after 60 days.

program is designed so you can get familiar with

You can also extend the trial if you need to

our program for whenever timing becomes right!

or keep those sites running for free!

During the pilot, your partners will enjoy
Updates by phone

Content creation services

Mobile optimized site

Limited technical skills? Don’t have the

Your staff doesn’t have the time to create

All of our sites are mobile optimized by

time? Doesn’t matter! Your partners can call

the content? That’s ok. We’ll do it for them.

default so you can be sure they look great

us directly to make new content updates.

We’ll work with them to create blog posts

everywhere!

and content for their sites!

Setup & roll-out

Access to all our apps

Access to website editor

We handle the initial site setup, partner

Our huge library of applications can be

The most advanced yet easy to use

outreach and onboarding process to get the

easily dropped into your site and configured

website builder on the market. Easy to use

partner acquainted with our program.

just the way you like them!

for the novice, empowering for the experts

What we need from you

What we need from your partner(s)

Contact information for up to three partners.

Roughly 30 minutes on the phone.

We’ll reach out to them.

We do the rest.

Sounds Good?

Please call (510) 585-9569 to set up a pilot!
or email pilot@empowerkit.com

Bonus! If you’d also like to test our admin features, you can also get access to our admin panel during
the pilot to check out the features for yourself! Just mention this when you get in touch with us!

hi@empowerkit.com

empowerkit.com

510.859.8452

